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Curriculum Long Term Plan Geography 

 Autumn Spring Summer 

 

F1 

 
Learn about how to take care of the environment. 

Learn about different countries in the world. 
 

 

 

F2 

 
Explore the Natural World – Seasons and changes in seasons 

Special Places – church, home and members of the community. 
Similarities and differences of the environment between life in this country and other countries. 

Map skills – draw information from a simple map. 
 

 

 

 

Y1 

Where do I live?  
Local Geography study: Fieldwork around 
our school. Find out more about the 
town, country and continent they live in. 
Discover where the United Kingdom is 
located on a world map and explore the 
features of the countries and capital 
cities of the UK, before finding out more 
about their local area. 

Life in the City - learn about some 
human and physical features of cities 
and explore some of the different 
landmarks in Edinburgh and Cape 
Town. There are also opportunities to 
compare cities and discover landmarks 
and coastlines 

Around the World - Join Buddy the Bee as he 
visits a country on each of the seven 
continents and explores their features, 
people and landmarks. Learn where the 
seven continents are on a map and 
undertake a variety of fun activities to learn 
more about each one. 

 

 

Y2 

Seas and Coasts 
Do we have a seaside near us? 
To know about British beaches and be 
able to compare them with non-British 
beaches. To use a compass for directions 

Let’s explore London - find out more 
about London, including its location, 
geographical features and famous 
landmarks. 

My World and Me - understand where the 
seven continents of the world are and how 
their proximity to the equator or the poles 
affects their climate. Discuss different 
countries and explore their climate and land 
features 

 

 

Y3 

Investigating Our Local Area  
What secrets does Rock Ferry hold? 
Describe the area they live in, giving 
details about its human and physical 
features. Identify human and physical 
features in the local area. 
 

Our European Neighbours - a trip 
across the English Channel to discover 
the continent of Europe! Discover 
some fascinating facts about Europe 
and find out the names, locations and 
features of European countries and 
capitals. 

Countries of the World - learn to identify and 
locate the seven continents and some of the 
countries within each one, but they will also 
explore areas of human and physical 
geography around the world, from 
population and culture to mountains and 
rivers. 

 

 

 

Y4 

Settlements  
How were settlements formed on the 
Wirral? 
Find out about different settlements and 
how these change over time. Use maps 
and plan a new settlement.  

Spain & Catalonia - compare and 
contrast Spain with the UK, and then 
find out more about the physical and 
human geography of the country, 
including the climate. Children will also 
find out about how tourism affects 
Spain.  

Where does our food come from? - A journey 
around the world, visiting farms in 
temperate, tropical, and Mediterranean 
climates. Learn about the climate conditions 
in a range of different biomes, how food is 
produced, traded, and transported and how 
fair trade organisations help farmers. 

 

 

 

Y5 

The United Kingdom 
What makes our country so fascinating?  
How the UK is organised into countries, 
counties and cities, as well as learning 
about the human and physical features 
of Great Britain, such as population, life 
expectancy, tallest mountains, longest 
rivers, coastlines and much more. 

South America - Learning about a Non-
European Country. Learn about the 
climate, the geographical features, the 
industries and the people of South 
America 

Natural Resources - How do we use natural 
resources in the UK? What is its land used 
for? What types of natural resources do we 
use to produce energy? What renewable 
natural resources do we use? How are 
products such as concrete, glass, wood and 
steel produced and traded? 

 

 

 

Y6 

Our Local Area 
How have we shaped our local area? 
UK's economic activity, land use, 
settlements, climate, upland areas and 
England's longest rivers  
Fieldwork study linked to local area 

Exploring Africa - Explore each of the 
five regions, children will start to get an 
understanding of just how diverse the 
continent of Africa is and find out 
about the human and physical 
geography of a number of African 
countries. 

Extreme Earth - exploring the Earth's 
greatest natural disasters and extreme 
weather phenomena, from raging tropical 
storms to violent erupting volcanoes to 
terrifying towering tsunamis. Explore how 
these extremes affect people, communities 
and landscapes  
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